XPL-101
I just tried using the sample 'ProOne'/Penetrating oil you gave me, and was elated to find it
is NOT just another 'wonder-oil' --one wonders when it is going to work? Here's a picture
of a couple of old engine bolts, one is untreated and still rusty, the companion bolt which
was every bit as rusty, shows after a single-spray with 'ProOne'. I had tried for 5-min.to get
the clean-nut screwed on the rusty-bolt, but could only progress about a half-thread
thereon. Then I thought, oh perfect opportunity to try 'ProOne', not really thinking it would
help this rather hopeless case much. What'th, -to my total amazement, the nut
immediately not only screwed-on using my fingers, but it turned on the formerly rustythreads the full-length as though on ball-bearings; --seriously, it’s just astounding!!! --I think it needs to be renamed/relabeled "MagicStuff-101"
Sincerely, ~Robt. Vonheck, San Diego, Calif.
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To Whom It May Concern,

My name is Donald Brockman, owner of Davey’s Locker Sportfishing and Freelance
Sportfishing Inc. I have been in the fishing business since 1974. I have tried and tested many
products in my day to save fuel and to reduce wear metals for longer engine life.
A representative of ProOne Extreme Lubricants contacted me July of 2010 and conveyed he
had some wonderful products for my diesel engines that I should try. Wow, what I am about
to tell you is amazing and some of it can’t be measured in money savings and peace of mind.
I have three Cummins QSM 11 engines in my fleet which have the newer computer tier 2
engines. We added the ProOne Fuel Maximizer to our tanks and wow, we received an
immediate 7 % fuel savings. The sludge on our older fuel tanks and Racor fuel filters were
gone! Instead of changing fuel filters every 2 weeks we now go 2 months before we need to
change them. That is a major savings. We used to change the oil every month at $1000 per
interval. After adding the ProOne Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer and monitoring the oil viscosity
and wear metals, we’re now changing oil every 6 months!
Our Squid Boat which still has an older non-computerized 3406 Caterpillar engine has 35,600
hours of operation to date. We had black soot on the stern of the vessel which is now clean.
The engine was using about a gallon of oil every 100 hours of operation. It’s hard to believe
but there is no more smoke and we don’t have to add oil anymore. Can you imagine a 35,000
hour diesel engine not using any oil? Well I had to see it to believe it and it is true. After
using the ProOne Fuel Maximizer we went from 10 gallons of diesel an hour to 8.2 gallons.
That’s a savings of over 18 % on fuel.
Since we are around salt water all day, the ProOne representative recommended the ProOne
XPL-101 spray and oh my god…I can’t keep it on the boats. My crews spray it on everything
from the anchor winches to nuts and bolts and of course their needle nose pliers. If it’s metal,
this stuff goes on and protects it from rusting. The stuff blows away anything else we have
ever tried in the salt water environment. Try it, you’ll see the results instantly, I guarantee it.
Donald Brockman
President
Davey’s Locker Sportfishing & Whale Watch

